Lean premixed methane-air flames are investigated in an effort to facilitate the numerical description of CO and NO emissions in LPP (lean premixed prevaporized) combustion systems. As an initial step, the detailed mechanism describing the fuel oxidation process is reduced to a four-step reduced description that employs CO, H 2 and OH as intermediates not following a steady-state approximation. It is seen that, under conditions typical of LPP combustion, the mechanism can be further simplified to give a two-step description, in which fuel is consumed and CO is produced according to the fast overall step CH 4 + f 0 2 -*• CO + 2H 2 0, while CO is slowly oxidized according to the overall step CO + |0a -*• CO2-Because of its associated fast rate, fuel consumption takes place in thin layers where CO, H2 and OH are all out of steady state, while CO oxidation occurs downstream in a distributed manner in a region where CO is the only intermediate not in steady state. In the proposed description, the rate of fuel consumption is assigned a heuristic Arrhenius dependence that adequately reproduces laminar burning velocities, whereas the rate of CO oxidation is extracted from the reduced chemistry analysis. Comparisons with results obtained with detailed chemistry indicate that the proposed kinetic description, not only reproduces well the structure of one-dimensionai flames, including profiles of CO, temperature and radicals, but can also be used to calculate NO emissions by appending an appropriate reduced chemistry description that includes both the thermal and the N 2 0 production paths. Although methane is employed in the present study as a model fuel, the universal structure of the resulting CO oxidation region, independent of the fuel considered, enables the proposed formulation to be readily extended to other hydrocarbons.
INTRODUCTION
Pollutant emissions have become one of the limiting factors when designing combustion chambers of gas turbine engines. In general, traditional design methodologies, largely based on empirical correlations, fail to provide reliable predictions of CO and NO emissions. With the ever increasing computer power, the numerical computation of the associated reacting flow fields has become a commonly used design tool. For the numerical results to be meaningful, the computations must incorporate adequate models for the turbulent flow field, as well as an accurate representation for the underlying chemistry. The chemistry descriptions currently utilized to predict CO and NO emissions are based on empirically fitted rates, its applicability range being therefore necessarily limited.
A more reliable description can be obtained from systematically reducing the chemical kinetic mechanism, a technique that has been succesfully utilized in the description of both premixed and diffusion flames. A recent work along this line is that of Li et al. (1999) , who investigated fuellean premixed combustion in the limit of slow CO oxidation, reducing the hydrocarbon chemistry to two overall steps: fuel consumption and CO oxidation. For the application investigated, fuel consumption is assumed to be controlled by turbulence, and it is assigned a rate derived from a simple eddy-breakup model, while the rate of CO oxidation is rationally derived by introducing a number of partial-equilibrium and steady-state assumptions for the chemistry description. The authors also assume that NO is mainly produced by the thermal mechanism, providing a simple chemistry formulation that is applied to the calculation of NO emissions from a dual-fuel reciprocating engine, yielding results in excellent agreement with experimental measurements.
Among the different concepts designed to meet the ever more stringent regulations on pollutant emissions, lean premixed prevaporized combustion systems (LPP) are currently subject to intensive research. The present study is concerned with the development of a simplified chemical-kinetic reduced mechanism well suited for the description of combustion in such systems. The conditions of interest here are then preheated fuel-lean mixtures burning at elevated pressures. Since pollutant prediction is a major goal of the reduced mechanism, the needed description for fuel oxidation not only must accurately reproduce flame velocities and temperature distributions, but also concentrations of intermediates such as CO, 0, H, and OH. In addition, oxides of nitrogen must be appropriately described by including in the mechanism all relevant production paths.
Our approach is similar to that followed in the unrelated work of Li et al. (1999) , in that the limit of slow CO oxidation is also incorporated here, giving two overall steps for hydrocarbon oxidation. The resulting rate expressions are however different. On the one hand, fuel consumption is assigned here an Arrhenius rate that, unlike that of Li et al. (1999) , enables calculations of laminar flames, serving also as starting point in turbulent modelling efforts. On the other hand, we found that some of the approximations used in (Li et a/., 1999) when deriving the CO-oxidation rate may lead to non-negligible errors under some flow conditions. By retaining all these missing effects, our CO-oxidation rate is seen to describe accurately CO and radicals everywhere. In addition, the contribution of the nitrous-oxide path to NO emissions, that was previously neglected in (Li et al., 1999) , is seen to be significant under LPP combustion conditions, and is consequently retained here in the nitrogen chemistry.
Although methane is selected as a model fuel in the present analysis, the results are applicable to other hydrocarbons because of the fuel-lean conditions addressed, that is, the resulting reduced mechanism is readily extendible by appropriately changing the fuel consumption rate. In the starting detailed chemistry description we choose to disregard the C2 chain of fuel Oxidation. This chain is Known to be important in describing flame structures and burning velocities for sufficiently rich flames (Peters and Rogg, 1993) Since a considerable fraction of CH is created through a reaction path that begins with C 2 H 2 + O ->• CH 2 + CO, retaining the C2 species can also be important in describing production of oxides of nitrogen through the so-called prompt mechanism, which involves CH + N 2 -+ HCN + N. Here, we are concerned with lean premixed enviroments, in which the prompt mechanism is seen to have only a marginal contribution to NO production. Therefore, in this study the C2 chain can be neglected altogether, yielding a detailed mechanism for fuel oxidation that contains 57 elementary reactions and 17 species. Details of the mechanism and its associated rates, which are largely taken from the recent recommendations of the CEC group (Baulchet 0/., 1994), are presented for brevity elsewhere (Lifian et al, 1999) . The nitrogen chemistry, which does not influence the fueloxidation process because of the very slow rates of its associated reactions, can be similarly simplified by retaining only the thermal and N2O paths of NO production, thereby limiting the necessary description to 46 elementary steps with 9 nitrogencontaining species (Lifian et al., 1999) .
Insight into the complex chemical processes may only be obtained by accounting for detailed chemistry and transport, a task that is nowadays feasible with reasonable effort in computations of onedimensional laminar flames. Results corresponding to numerical computations of planar flames will be used here in the development and subsequent tests of the reduced chemistry description. The "FlameMaster" code (Pitsch and Bollig, 1994) previously used for instance by Hewson and Bollig (1996) , is utilized in the detailed calculations. Different values of the pressure, p, and of the temperature and equivalence ratio of the reactant mixture, T u and 4>, were considered in the computations, with conditions covering in particular those of aeronautical applications. Thus, to represent typical cruise conditions, calculations were performed with p = 18 bar, T u -800 K and <j> = 0.6, while the case p = 40 bar, T u = 900 K and <j> = 0.6 was selected as characteristic of takeoff conditions. The structure of the paper is as follows. A fourstep mechanism for CH4 oxidation under lean premixed gas-turbine combustion conditions is derived first, and is further reduced in the following section to finally give a two-step mechanism. The starting nitrogen chemistry description is next reduced to two global reactions, that simplify to a single overall step when nitrous oxide is assumed to follow a steady-state approximation. Validation of the reduced kinetics through extensive comparisons with results of detailed chemistry is given next. Finally, a general formulation for the energy and species conservation equations based on the reduced chemistry description is presented.
THE FOUR-STEP REDUCED MECHANISM FOR CH 4 OXIDATION Previous studies have shown that a four-step reduced description, including CO, H2 and H as intermediate species out of steady state, suffices to describe most aspects of lean and stoichiometric premixed flames (Peters and Rogg, 1993) . Numerical calculations incorporating such mechanisms accurately reproduce for instance laminar propagation velocities, with errors that are typically smaller than a few percent over a wide range of now conditions. A three-step mechanism, that follows from introducing a steady-state assumption for H, and also a two-step mechanism, obtained by incorporating a partial-equilibrium approximation for the water-gas shift reaction CO + OH T^ CO2 + H, have also been proposed (Peters and Williams, 1987) . Although these reduced descriptions capture well the flame structure, they lead to fairly large errors in flame propagation velocities, so that a four-step mechanism is generally accepted as the minimal chemistry description for numerically computing premixed combustion (Peters and Rogg, 1993) . The above considerations suggest that a four-step mechanism is also an adequate first step in reducing the kinetic description of LPP systems. Because of the particular characteristics of the combustion systems we study here, namely, preheated lean mixtures burning at relatively high pressures, modifications to the previous reduced kinetic mechanisms (Peters and Rogg, 1993) can be expected. To illustrate features of the resulting flames, profiles of species and temperature corresponding to a nonradiating premixed flame withp -18 bar, T u = 800 K and $ = 0.6 are shown in Fig. 1 . The computations, which are performed with the detailed chemistry description previously discussed, reveal for instance that OH mole fractions are an order of magnitude larger that those of H, suggesting that OH is the dominant H2-O2 radical. Therefore, although previous reduced chemical-kinetic mechanisms of methane combustion prefer to employ H as representative for the radical pool, under LPP combustion conditions it seems appropriate to introduce a steady-state assumption for H atoms, and replace H by OH as the H2-O2 radical out of steady state.
Following this finding, we choose here to introduce steady-state approximations for all intermediates except CO, H2 and OH. The procedure yields the four-step reduced chemical-kinetic mechanism CH4 + 2OH ->• CO + H 2 0 + 2H 2 , (T) H2 + O2 T* 20H, (IP) 20H + H 2 ^ 2H 2 0, (IIP) CO + H2O ?* C0 2 + H 2 .
(TV')
As can be seen, fuel consumption occurs according to step I' in a process that involves radical removal.
Step IP is the oxygen-consumption step, which produces radicals through the hydrogen-oxygen chain, and step IIP represents radical recombination. The final step IV is the water-gas shift that converts the CO produced by step I' to CO2. Although several elementary reactions contribute to the rate of global steps I'-IV', retaining only a few contributors to each step is seen to provide a reasonably accurate description. If for instance an error of 10 % is accepted in the calculation of laminar flame velocities, then an appropriate set of simplified global rates (moles per unit volume per unit time) is found to be
of all intermediates for the reduced mechanism I'-IV' would be zero, thereby potentially introducing significant errors in predictions of CO and NO formation. We therefore choose to retain this rate in the mechanism for increased accuracy.
Expressions Evaluating the above estimates at the temperatures and pressures typical of gas-turbine combustion yields the scaling law ti> *-' tu' ~ t m > < £iv (for instance, at T = 1700 K and p = 30 atm, t t >/t tv > = 0.01, t n >/t, V ' = 0.016 and * m </tiv' = 0.022). As a direct consequence of these relative scalings we find the flame structure observed in Fig 1; fuel consumption followed by radical branching and radical recombination all occur in a thin layer that exhibits small concentrations of H 2 and. radicals, while COoxidation is much slower, and consequently occurs 1.L2 in a distributed manner in a downstream region where in the first approximation [CH4]=0 and both H2 and OH maintain steady state (Bui-Pham et al, 1992) . Because of fast radical removal through reaction I\ all chemical activity is frozen in the preheat zone upstream from the fuel-consumption layer (Peters and Williams, 1987) . Note that the relatively fast rate of radical recombination (represented by the condition t m > Jtrv> <%L 1), which leads to a steady-state approximation for H 2 in the COoxidation region, is a consequence of the existing high-pressure conditions, which enhance H2 consumption through reaction III'. Therefore, while the H2 mole fraction is typically comparable in magnitude to the CO mole fraction in atmospheric flames, it exhibits in this high-pressure case a peak value an order of magnitude smaller than that of CO.
The overall step occuring in the thin fuelconsumption layer can be obtained by eliminating H2 and OH by linear combinations of I'-III' to give
On the other hand, incorporating the steady states of H2 and OH into step IV' by linear combinations with steps IV and III' provides the global COoxidation step
In the thin fuel-consumption layer where fuel attack by radicals takes place, giving as a result the overall reaction I, neither OH nor H2 follow a steady-state approximation. Therefore, utilizing w, = uty for the rate of reaction I, with the radical concentrations evaluated from appropriate steadystate expressions, leads to flame propagation velocities with errors of order unity. As previoulsy discussed, this characteristic precludes in principle the use of reduced mechanisms with less than four steps, and requires the detailed description of the very thin fuel-consumption layer if flame propagation velocities are to be reproduced. To circumvent this difficulty, we propose to represent u> t by an Arrhenius law of the form of the form
u^BiCRJexp^-^y (5)
Steady-State Expressions for JJ 2 and OH To completely define the rate given in Eq. 6, the concentrations of OH and H appearing in Eq. 6 must be calculated in terms of the concentrations of O2, CO, C0 2 and H 2 0 and temperature. In the CO-oxidation region, the corresponding steadystate equations for H 2 and OH with [CH4] = 0, -WH' -w m > + Wrv' = 0 and 2w n / -2oj n i> = 0, can be solved to give the expression
As shown below, the CO-oxidation rate given in Eq. 6 describes accurately the nonequilibrium evolution of the CO concentration, as well as its associated radical pool (through appropriate steadystate expressions), downstream from the fuelconsumption layer, with the failure of the steadystate approximations for OH and H 2 within the thin fuel-consumption layer having only a very limited effect.
together with the fourth-order polynomial (8) where we have introduced the coeficients and where R° is the universal gas constant. As explained below, the values of the activation energy, B = 57400 cal/mole/K, and of the preexponential factor, B -4.8 x 10 12 s~1, were chosen to adequately reproduce the steady flame propagation where velocity under a wide range of conditions. On the other hand, the rate of reaction II is given by 1/2 (13)
which are obtained by neglecting the reverse of reaction IIP, are however a very good approximation in the initial part of the CO-oxidation region. Equations 12 and 13 can be utilized to express 6 in the compact form
as a simplified expression for the CO-oxidation rate corresponding to the limit of irreversible radical recombination. Li et al. (1999) differs from that given in Eq. 15 in that the backward rate of reaction 17 is neglected, and the rate of the branching reaction If is assumed to be much faster than that of the recombination reaction 6f, thereby yielding an even simpler rate expression with a 2 = 1 and 7 = 0.
Radical Consumption by Fuel Attack
As previously explained, radical removal through fuel attack ensures a chemically frozen preheat region where CO oxidation does not occur. To incorporate this important effect, which is not reproduced by the present model due to the choice for the fuel-consumption rate given in Eq. 5, an appropriate cutoff must be incorporated in Eq. 6. To guide the selection of this cutoff, it is instructive to momentarily assume that OH maintains steady state in the fuel-consumption layer. Solving for -2cty 4-2w n » -2w ni i -0 with the reverse of reaction Ili' neglected and with reaction 34/ assumed to be faster than 36/ yields 1/2 exp(-13351/T). The rate of the unimolecular reaction 23 follows a Lindemann description with low-pressure constants given in cm 3 /mole/second by k of = 9.000 x 10" exp(-28506/r) and ko b -1.103 x 10 13 exp(-8828/T) and with high-pressure constants given in (cm 3 /mole) 2 /second by &«,/ = 1.260 xlO 12 exp(-31513/T) and ^o 6 = 1.545 x 10 10 exp(-11835/T). As previously mentioned, the nitrogen chemistry is very slow, so that the amount of radicals and N 2 consumed through NO production is insignificant. To evaluate Eqs. 18 and 19 one can consequently use the concentrations of H, O and OH determined from Eqs. 2, 3 and 8, and neglect N 2 consumption altogether. In previous analyses of NO,, emissions (Hewson and Bollig, 1996) , the intermediate N 2 0 is also assumed to maintain steady state, an approximation that is valid sufficiently far downstream from the flame. The mechanism then simplifies to the single overall step NI, with the concentration of N 2 0 appearing in Eq. 18 evaluated from its steady-state expression, which can be computed in this case by equating to zero Eq. 19 to yield 1996), and will be shown to also provide reasonably accurate results for NO production under most conditions, with overpredictions being aiways relatively small.
PERFORMANCE OF THE REDUCED KINET-ICS
The reduced kinetics proposed here is now used to compute one-dimensional laminar flames under different conditions. As previously mentioned, the simplicity of the flowfield configuration selected enables also calculations with detailed chemistry, and the results of the two approaches can then be mutually compared. In comparing both sets of results, one should bear in mind that a detailed transport description (Pitsch and Bollig, 1994) was utilized in the detailed chemistry calculations, while unity Lewis numbers for all chemical species not following a steady-state approximation was assumed for simplicity in the reduced-chemistry computations. Altnougn these preliminary tests show excellent agreement between the results of the reduced mechanism and those of the detailed chemistry, further comparisons, including the effect of strain together with unsteady and multidimensional effects, would be necessary to guarantee the validity of the reduced kinetic description.
In general, for a given pressure, p, and given equivalence ratio and temperature of the reactant mixture, 4> and T", there exist an infinite number of pairs of values (E,B) for which the reduced kinetics reproduces the exact value of ui obtained with detailed chemistry. It is easy to see that, imposing the values of m corresponding to two different sets of representative flowfield conditions would in principle suffice to determine E and B. This constitutes a valid strategy in selecting E and B, provided that the selected pair also reproduces with acceptable accuracy the right value of ui when conditions of temperature, pressure or composition are varied. Alternatively, one could concentrate on a single set of conditions corresponding to a particular application of interest, and find E and B by imposing the value of U{ and considering an additional condition, which could for instance be extracted by studying the flame behavior under strain. This variant would then result in values of E and B that change with the flowfield conditions, so that dependences on mixture composition and fresh-mixture temperature associated to local nonuniformities should in principle be taken into account in the numerical calculation of gas-turbine combustors, thereby complicating the numerical procedure.
Flame Propagation Velocity
An important characteristic of laminar premixed flames, often used as a global performance test for reduced mechanisms, is the flame propagation velocity, uj. Because of its anticipated relevance in computations of gas-turbine combustion, an accurate description of ui, through appropriate selection of the parameters E and B of the fuel-consumption rate, emerges as an indispensable condition in developing our reduced kinetic description. The results presented here correspond in particular to the values E = 57400 cal/mole/K and S = 4.8 x 10 12 s" 1 , a selection that reproduces accurately the flame propagation velocity for varying conditions of mixture composition, temperature and pressure, with errors in ui being typically smaller than 20 %. This is illustrated in Figs. 2  and 3 , where the value of u; obtained with the reduced mechanism is compared to that obtained with detailed chemistry. Figure 2 considers the effect of pressure and temperature for a mixture with <f> = 0.6. Beginning with conditions typical of cruise (p = 18 bar and T u = 800 K) and takeoff (p = 40 bar and T u -900 K) operations, a decreasing value of p is considered, with the corresponding value of T u being calculated as that of a polytropic compression of the same initial mixture. Observation of this figure indicates that the reduced kinetics captures the decrease in flame velocity, although the results show a stronger dependence on pressure variations than that of the detailed chemistry calculations.
A similar agreement is found for the dependence of the flame propagation velocity on the mixture composition. This is investigated in Fig. 3 , where we plot the variation of ui with equivalence ratio fox a lean mixture initially at T v = 520 K burning at p = 7 bar. Since the reduced kinetics was specifically developed to reproduce combustion in lean enviroments, noticeable departures can be seen as stoichiometric conditions axe approached. Nevertheless, the reduced mechanism produces good accuracy over the range of conditions studied. 
Flame Structure
The characteristic flame structure corresponding to the reduced two-step model is shown in Fig. 4 , along with the results of the detailed chemistry calculations. For the mutual comparisons of the results of the two approaches, the distance across the flame a; is measured from the location where the CO profile reaches its peak value. This criterion, adopted hereafter for all profile comparisons shown in this paper, removes the arbitrariness associated with the translational invariance of the planar flame. Adoption of a different origin for x, e.g., the location where the value of the fuel concentration decreases to half of its initial value, would result in a small relative translation of the different profiles by an amount of the order of the fuelconsumption layer thickness.
As can be observed in Fig. 4 , there exists good agreement in profiles of main species and temperature. In particular, the two-step model adequately reproduces the shape of the CO profile, with peak values differing only by a small amount in the two cases considered. This agreement is further illustrated in Fig. 5(a)-(b) , where a logarithmic scale is utilized to show now the proposed formulation remains accurate as equilibrium is approached downstream from the flame. As can be seen in Fig. 5(c) -(h), the agreement extends to profiles of OH, 0 and H, with the two-step model capturing both the peak concentration and the profile evolution towards equilibrium. In particular, the radical profiles peak slightly downstream from the location of maximum CO concentration. This characteristic, that follows from the inner structure of the fuelconsumption layer (Peters and Williams, 1987) , is accurately reproduced by the two-step model through the introduction of radical consumption by fuel attack (the cutoff criterion previously discussed). for which the flame velocity calculated with reduced kinetics (ui = 48.80 crn/s) is larger than that calculated with detailed chemistry (ui = 44.02 crn/s). As can be seen, this discrepancy does not translate into a very large error when calculating the flame structure, suggesting that the inaccuracies in ui displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 are within an acceptable margin.
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Oxides of Nitrogen
Profiles of NO and N 2 0 mole fractions across the flame obtained with the reduced kinetics are compared in Fig. 6 with detailed-chemistry results. The plot reveals the existence of an initial region of rapid NO growth associated with superequilibrium radical concentrations, followed by a long tail with constant NO-production rate. As can be seen, with the accurate profiles of temperature and radicals determined with the reduced chemistry of fuel oxidation, both regions are accurately computed with the reduced nitrogen chemistry NI-NII. The accuracy of the steady-state assumption for N 2 0 is also analyzed in Fig. 6 . As can be observed, although the N 2 0 steady-state profile falls below that of the detailed calculations across the initial and final sections of the flame, it shows an intermediate peak value that is overpredicted by as much as 25 %• These inaccuracies partially cancel when calculating the NO production rate, so that discrepancies in NO profiles are somewhat smaller. In view of these results, we can then conclude that the one-step global reaction NI (with rate determined by Eqs. 18 and 20) provides a reasonably good prediction for NO concentrations, although the two-step description NI-NII should be prefered in applications if increased accuracy is desired. 
The Limit of Irreversible Radical Recombination
Neglecting the reverse of the radical-recombination reaction IIP, a simplification adopted in previous asymptotic analyses (Peters and Williams, 1987; Bui-Pham et oZ., 1992) and also in the recent work of Li et al. (1999) , leads to the reduced COoxidation rate previously given in Eq. 15. Since use of this more compact expression would somewhat reduce the effort required in computations, it is of interest to test the accuracy of the resulting approach. Thus, profiles of CO obtained by using Eq. 15 for the CO-oxidation rate are plotted in Fig. 7 , along with profiles of radicals obtained from Eq. 13. The comparison with the results obtained with detailed chemistry indicates that the simplified rate adequately describes the peak value and the initial decrease oi the CO profiles, with the agreement being satisfactory over about two orders of magnitude in CO mole fraction. However, with irreversible radical recombination, the resulting description fails to reproduce the final equilibrium value, approaching instead a zero CO concentration far dowstream from the flame. A similar behavior is found for the radical profiles, with significant departures appearing at somewhat smaller distances.
The inaccuracies in the radical-pool description readily affect the nitrogen chemistry through the rate dependences on radical concentrations, an effect that is also exhibited in Fig. 7 . As can be observed, the NO profile calculated in the limit of irreversible radical recombination exhibits large errors that are especially noticeable in the quasiequilibrium region that extends downstream.
From the laminar results presented here it can be concluded that, although the assumption of irreversible radical recombination greatly simplifies the reduced kinetics, it introduces inaccuracies in predictions of CO and NO emissions that are in general too large. As can be expected, even larger errors arise when further chemistry simplifications are made. For instance, the additional approximations of negligible CO2 consumption thorugh 176 (02 = 1), slow radical recombination (7 = 0) and NO production exclusively controlled by the thermal path (w NI = fe N isi [0] [N2]) are also tested in Fig. 7 . Although the errors introduced through the simplifications of 7 and 0*2 m Eq. 15 partially compesate, a further decrease is seen in the resultant CO and radical mole fractions. The larger errors seen in the NO profile are only partially due to the reduced 0 concentration, with discrepancies being instead mainly attributable to the elementary reactions omitted in w NI .
SIMPLIFIED FORMULATION
The reduced kinetics developed above is designed to accurately describe combustion in LPP combustion chambers, enabling in particular the computation of CO and NO emissions. The associated numerical calculation of the flow field in the combustor requires the integration of the conservation equations for chemical species and energy, along with the continuity and momentum equations. In general, a model for turbulent transport must be incorporated in the conservation equations.
As a preliminary step to enable computations with the reduced kinetics proposed, we reformulate here the species and energy conservation equations in a simplified form that can be used as a starting point in modelling studies. In particular, the selected boundary conditions will be those of a propotypical gas-turbine combustion chamber. Thus, we consider a main feed stream that supplies a mixture of fuel and air, together with secondary feed streams that provide air to dilute the combustion products. For simplicity, we assume that the Lewis numbers of all the chemical species that remain out of steady state are unity (a very good approximation in view of the laminar flame calculations previously shown), and define a convective-diffusive diferential operator (21) where p represents the density, v is the flow velocity and -D T = A/(/?c p ) denotes the thermal diffusivity of the gas mixture, with A and c p representing its thermal conductivity and specific heat at constant pressure. In terms of this operator, the conservation equations for the reactive species corresponding to the reduced chemistry description I-II can be written as as follows from the nitrogen chemistry description. Note that the concentration of N2, necessary to evaluate the rates of reactions NI and Nil, can be either computed from the condition £\ WiVi = 1, or calculated by integrating the transport equation
Similarly, the energy equation can be written for the thermal enthalpy h T = J CpdT as (30) where the overall heats of reaction are related to the enthalpies of formation per mole of species i, h°, by the equations g, = h°c o 4-2/J£ J0 -h% Hii ~ 124250 cal/mole, and q u = /i£ 02 -h% 0 = 67700 cal/mole. In the formulation, V • q n represents the radiative heat loss per unit volumen. In writing Eq. 30, a low-Mach-number approximation has been employed, and unsteady pressure variations have been neglected along with the effect of the differences of the specific heat at constant pressure of each species from the mean Cp. To completely describe the reacting flow field, Eqs. 22-30 must be integrated together with the continuity and momentum equations with appropriate boundary and initial conditions.
Because of partial mixing between the fuel and the air, the conditions in the main feed stream are in general nonuniform, so that at the entrance of the combustor we find the reactant distributions r 0 H 4 = r CH ., m and r 02 = r 0jm , together with the nitrogen distribution T Na = r N3m and the thermalenthalpy distribution h r = hr m . If methane and air are used in generating the reactant mixture, then the local values of r CH4 , m , T 02m and r Nam are related by the condition r r
• o 2 «> r N2 = FN^, r ctu = 0 and h T = /i To . Also, appropriate boundary conditions in all streams are r H2 o -r c02 = r co = r NO = r Ns0 = 0. At the walls of the combustor, the nonpermeability condition yields VI\-• n = 0 as the appropriate boundary condition for all species, where n is the unit vector normal to the wall. The boundary condition for the thermal enthalpy at the walls is in general more complicated and may require the detailed consideration of the heat conduction problem in the wall. In particular, the simple boundary condition Vh r • n = 0 applies when the walls can be assumed to be adiabatic, while the assumption of isothermal walls leads to the constant boundary condition h r = hr wIn view of the above boundary conditions for CO and products, a first step to simplify the integration of Eqs. 22-30 follows from combining linearly Eqs. 23-25 to give i(r 0 O + "co 2 ~ 2^Hjo) -0) (32) an equation that can be readily integrated with the previously mentioned boundary conditions to give IH 2 O -2(r co -i-r C02 j. = Z = H = 0 in the secondary feed streams. At the walls, the variable Z satisfies VZ-n = 0, while the boundary condition for H is more complicated, reducing to VH -n = 0 when adiabatic walls are considered and to H = [(AT--fcra) -qi{Z/W c^ -r CH j -g"r C02 ]//i Ta in the case of isothermal walls. Note that the definition of Z shown in Eq. 34 is motivated by the relationship between the fuel and air content in the feed stream displayed in Eq. 31.
In the particular case of perfect mixing, the boundary conditions for Z and H in the main stream reduce to constant values that can be used to redefine normalized variables Z -Z/Z m and H -H/H m , so that Z = H = 1 in the main stream. A further simplification arises when adiabatic walls are considered and radiation is neglected, a case for which Eq. 40 can be replaced By H = H m Z/Z m , which in turn reduces to H = 0
